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8ABSTRACT
In the present study, the feasibility of using Potato virus Y (PVY) P1 gene as a resistance factor in
potato was investigated. The aim of the study was also to analyze the mechanism and the strain specificity
of resistance at the molecular level.
The P1 gene was cloned from an ordinary strain isolate of PVY (PVYO, isolate PVYO-UK) and
transformed in sense or in antisense orientation into a Finnish potato cultivar Pito using an Agrobacterium
tumefaciens-mediated transformation system. The transgenic plants containing the PVY P1 gene are
referred to as “P1 transgenic potatoes”. Virus resistance in the P1 transgenic potato lines produced was
analyzed using sap- and graft-inoculation with different PVY isolates and strains. Three lines that carried
the P1 gene in sense orientation and five lines that carried the P1 gene in antisense orientation showed high
levels of resistance to the PVYO strain, but none were resistant to PVYN or other viruses. Resistance to
PVYO was maintained in the field where PVY was aphid-transmitted. The preliminary results on the yields
of the P1 transgenic potatoes seem promising.
Resistance to PVYO in the P1 transgenic potatoes was based on specific degradation of the P1 mRNA,
i.e. on post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) of the P1 transgene. The involvement of a systemic
signal mediating PTGS was also studied by grafting a resistant P1 transgenic potato line on to a susceptible
P1 transgenic potato line, after which these “hybrid plants” were inoculated with PVYO. The hypothesis
was that the signal moves into the susceptible part and silences its P1 gene expression and, subsequently,
renders it resistant to PVYO. No evidence for the systemic signal was obtained in the P1 transgenic plants,
since the resistant lines were neither able to silence the P1 mRNA accumulation in the grafted susceptible
lines nor able to render them resistant to PVYO.
The nucleotide sequence of the transgene determines the specificity of the PTGS-based degradation.
This means that only highly homologous gene sequences can be subjected to activated RNA-degradation.
The P1 sequences of the PVYO strain group isolates were highly similar (>96%) to the P1 transgene and
were targeted to RNA-degradation, as expected. However, the PVYN strain group isolates had highly
homologous P1 sequences (>98%) when compared with the P1 transgene, but nevertheless could
overcome resistance in the P1 transgenic potatoes. No differences were found in the P1 gene sequences of
the PVYN and PVYO isolates that would allow them to be separated into two groups. Therefore, it was
concluded that in addition to high sequence homology between the transgene and the infecting virus, other
factors also determine the virus strain specificity of resistance in the P1 transgenic potatoes.
The reason why resistance was not effective to PVYN cannot be fully explained with the data obtained
in this study, but four hypotheses either directly or indirectly supported by the data may be presented. The
genomic RNA of the PVYN isolates accumulated in lower titers in the non-transgenic Pito plants than the
RNA of PVYO isolates, and possibly did not reach the threshold concentration that activates the sequence-
specific degradation mechanism, and were perhaps therefore able to suppress silencing of the P1 transgene.
The strain group specificity of resistance might also be due to putative differences in the secondary
structures of the P1 RNA sequences of PVYO and PVYN which were not examined in detail in this study.
Alternatively, amino acid sequence differences in the P1 or other viral proteins may provide the PVYO and
PVYN isolates with different abilities to suppress PTGS and/or enhance genome amplification. The natural
hypersensitive resistance to PVYO in potato cv. Pito, although not expressed at the phenotypic level in the
temperatures used in this study, may have contributed to determination of the specificity of the resistance.
In conclusion, effective resistance to PVYO is obtained by expressing the PVY P1 gene in sense or in
antisense orientation in potato cv. Pito. Further studies are needed to resolve fully the molecular basis for
strain specificity of resistance in the P1 transgenic potatoes. The durability of resistance to PVYO in the P1
transgenic potatoes should be evaluated using mixed infection with PVYN and other viruses that are
capable of suppressing PTGS.
91. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Potato virus Y
Potato virus Y (PVY) causes significant yield losses in many crops of the family Solanaceae,
including potato (Solanum tuberosum L.), tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.), tomato
(Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.) and pepper (Capsicum spp. L.), wherever they are cultivated
(De Bokx and Huttinga 1981). PVY is the type member of the genus Potyvirus. The genus
Potyvirus is a member of the Potyviridae family (Pringle 1999). The genus Potyvirus forms
the largest and economically most important group of plant viruses (Shukla et al. 1994).
Isolates of PVY from potato are placed in the ordinary (PVYO), tobacco veinal necrosis
(PVYN), stipple streak (PVYC), or strain group Z (PVYZ). The division of PVY isolates into
the strain groups is based on the mosaic symptoms (PVYO, PVYC and PVYZ) or necrotic
symptoms (PVYN) induced in tobacco leaves, and the strain group specific hypersensitivity
genes that PVYO, PVYC and PVYZ elicit in potato cultivars (De Bokx and Huttinga 1981,
Jones 1990, Valkonen et al. 1996). PVYN contains a subgroup of isolates, designated as
PVYNTN that includes those isolates causing necrotic ringspot in the tubers (Beczner et al.
1984). PVYO occurs worldwide and PVYN in Europe, Russia, and some parts of Africa,
South America and North America (De Bokx and Huttinga 1981, Singh 1992, McDonald and
Kristjansson 1993). In Finland, PVYN is more common than PVYO, whereas elsewhere in
Europe PVYO is more prevalent (Kurppa 1983, De Bokx and Want 1987). PVYNTN was first
reported in Hungary (Beczner et al. 1984). Thereafter, it has spread to many countries
throughout Europe (Singh et al. 1998, and references therein). It has also been reported to be
in North America (McDonald and Singh 1996) and in Canada (Singh et al. 1998). There are
no reports of its occurrence in Finland.
In the field, aphids transmit PVY in a stylet-borne, nonpersistent manner, the virus being
carried in the tip of the aphid stylet and retained in the aphid only for a short time (a few
hours or less). Probes into a leaf epidermis are enough for virus acquisition (Pirone and Harris
1977). Several aphid species are able to transmit PVY but their efficiency varies. Myzus
persicae (Sulz.) is the most efficient vector of PVY (De Bokx and Huttinga 1981). In a survey
made in Finland, the most abundant aphid species in potato fields was Rhopalosiphum padi
(L.)(Kurppa and Rajala 1986). They move to potato fields from cereal fields in the middle of
the growing season and may be significant vectors due to their abundance, despite the fact
that they transmit PVY at a low frequency (Sigvald 1984).
Several factors, such as the PVY strain, host resistance, time of infection during plant growth,
and environmental conditions affect the severity of the disease. In potato, isolates belonging
to the PVYO strain group generally cause more severe symptoms than isolates of the PVYN
strain group. Primary infection with PVYO strain group isolates induces necrosis, mottling,
leaf dropping or premature death in potato. Dwarfing, mottling and crinkling symptoms and
sometimes necrosis in leaves and stems are induced in potato after secondary infection with
PVYO (De Bokx and Huttinga 1981, Hooker 1981). The primary and secondary infection with
PVYN induces mottling in potato. In potato, PVY can reduce yields by up to 80%. In Finland,
PVY is a significant pathogen in the potato crop (Kurppa 1983, Tapio et al. 1997). Most
potato cultivars grown in Finland are susceptible to PVY or only partially protected against
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some strain groups of PVY (Kurppa and Hassi 1989, Valkonen and Mäkäräinen 1993,
Valkonen and Palohuhta 1996).
1.2 Gene functions and infection cycle of potyviruses
The virions of the viruses belonging to the Potyvirus genus are rod-shaped flexuous filaments
680-900 nm long and 11-13 nm wide. The Potyvirus virion contains a monopartite, positive-
sense single-stranded RNA, which is about 9.7 kb in size. Approximately 2000 subunits of a
single coat protein are organized around the viral genomic RNA in a helical arrangement
(Shukla et al. 1994). A genome-linked viral protein, VPg, is covalently bound at the 5'
terminus   (Siaw et al. 1985, Murphy et al. 1990, 1991) and a poly(A) tail is located at the 3'
terminus of the genome (Fig. 1) (Hari et al. 1979). Proteins encoded by the nine genes of the
potyvirus RNA genome are multifunctional. The currently known functions of these proteins
are indicated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The genome structure and the functions of the proteins produced from the single-stranded messenger-
polarity RNA genome of a potyvirus. The genome contains short non-translated regions (NTR) flanking the
single open reading frame, and a poly(A) tail at the 3’-end. P1: P1 protein, HC-Pro: Helper component-
proteinase, P3: The third protein, CI: Cylindrical inclusion protein, 6K1 and 6K2: 6K proteins, NIa: Nuclear
inclusion protein a, VPg: Viral genome-linked protein, NIb: Nuclear inclusion protein b, CP: Coat protein
[Riechmann et al. (1992), Revers et al. (1999), Rajamäki and Valkonen (1999), and references therein].
The infection cycle of a potyvirus can be divided into three steps. First, the virus multiplies in
the initially infected cells (virus replication). The progeny viruses then infect plants
systemically by moving from the initially infected cells to neighboring cells (cell-to-cell
movement) and to different parts of the plant (long distance movement). Finally, the virus is
transmitted to new plants by aphids.
Potyvirus multiplication includes two processes. These are the translation of the viral
genomic RNA to produce the proteins needed for replication, and the replication of the viral
genomic RNA. After entering the cell, the potyvirus RNA genome is released from the coat
Poly(A)VPg
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protein subunits. This process is termed uncoating or disassembly. The mechanism by which
uncoating of the potyviruses occurs is not well documented, but they are assumed to use a
"co-translational disassembly" strategy. This means that the ribosomes and the host
translation complex are attached to the 5' end of the viral genome and translation is initiated
while the RNA is being released from the particle (Wilson 1984, 1985). Because the
potyvirus genome has mRNA polarity, it can readily be translated after uncoating to produce
the viral-encoded proteins needed for the replication. The translation is normally initiated at
the first AUG codon, but in Plum pox virus (PPV) the internal AUG codon has been
suggested to be recognized through a leaky scanning mechanism (Riechmann et al. 1991).
The 5' non-translated region functions as an enhancer of genome translation (Carrington and
Freed 1990). The potyvirus genome consists of a single long open reading frame that encodes
a high molecular weight (appr. 340 kDa) polyprotein. The multifunctional viral proteins (Fig.
1) are processed from the polyprotein through co- and post-translational proteolytic cleavages
that are carried out by the three viral-encoded proteinases: Nuclear inclusion protein a (NIa),
Helper component-Proteinase (HC-Pro), and P1 proteinase (P1) (Carrington and Dougherty
1987a, 1987b, Carrington et al. 1989, Verchot et al. 1991).
Replication takes place in the cytoplasm of the infected cell on membranes derived from the
endoplasmic reticulum. The 6K protein most likely anchors the replication complex to the
membranes (Schaad et al. 1997). The whole viral genome is first copied into a negative sense
strand by the nuclear inclusion protein b (NIb), which is the viral RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (replicase) (Allison et al. 1986). The recognition site of the polymerase priming
for the initiation of the minus strand synthesis is located at the secondary structures of the 3'
untranslated region (Haldeman-Cahill et al. 1998). The CI protein most likely unwinds the
double-stranded replication products, since it has been shown to have an RNA helicase
activity (Laín et al. 1990, Eagles et al. 1994). The replicase uses the produced negative sense
strand as a template to produce progeny strands. In the progeny strand synthesis, the VPg is
believed to serve as a primer for the replicase. The genome amplification is enhanced by the
P1 protein (Verchot and Carrington 1995a, 1995b). At the end of replication, viral genomic
RNA is encapsidated by CP subunits to produce a virion (Matthews 1991).
During the systemic infection of a plant, the virus first moves from cell to cell through
intercellular connections (plasmodesmata) within the initially infected leaves. The virus then
reaches vascular tissues and enters the sieve elements in the phloem, where it moves
passively within the same leaf and between different organs of the plant. The CP, CI, HC-Pro,
and the VPg proteins facilitate the cell-to-cell movement of a potyvirus through
plasmodesmata (Revers et al. 1999). The CI protein has been suggested to translocate viral
complexes to and through plasmodesmata (Rodríguez-Cerezo et al. 1997, Roberts et al.
1998). The CP and HC-Pro proteins increase the plasmodesmatal size exclusion limit, which
is essential for virus movement to the adjacent cell (Rojas et al. 1997). The nature by which a
potyvirus is transported across the plasmodesmata is not known. The CP, HC-Pro, VPg, and
6K2 proteins are needed for the long distance movement of the virus in phloem (Revers et al.
1999, Rajamäki and Valkonen 1999). Entry into and exit from the vascular system may be
carried out by the HC-Pro protein (Cronin et al. 1995).
Both CP and HC-Pro are needed for the transmission of a potyvirus by the aphid vector. It
does not occur if the HC-Pro protein is not provided before or simultaneously with the
virions. Therefore, it has been suggested that the HC-Pro protein probably makes a bridge
between the virion (i.e., CP) and a putative receptor in the food canal of the aphid stylet
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(Pirone and Blanc 1996). Interaction of the HC-Pro and the CP of Tobacco vein mottling
virus (TVMV) (Blanc et al. 1997) or Zucchini yellow mosaic virus  (ZYMV) (Peng et al.
1998) has been shown by in vitro studies. However, no such interaction was detected in vivo
in yeast cells in the case of Potato virus A (PVA) (Guo et al. 1999a). Alternatively, HC-Pro
may modify the putative aphid receptor to make it receptive to the viral CP.
1.3 Strategies to control PVY
The spread of PVY can be prevented or minimized through cultural practices, by controlling
vectors, and using resistant cultivars. The abundance of PVY can be decreased using virus-
tested seed potatoes for potato production. The efficiency of controlling PVY using virus-free
seed potatoes is dependent on how often farmers renew their seed potatoes. Transmission of
PVY could be decreased by destroying the PVY-infected plant material from and around the
field. This, however, requires knowledge of the symptoms that PVY produces in potato
cultivars. As PVYN does not usually produce severe symptoms in potato cultivars, prevention
of its spread by eradication of virus sources is inefficient (Jones 1987). Excessive spread of a
virus in seed potato crops can be prevented by early haulm destruction. Models predicting
abundance of aphid species transmitting PVY can be used to assist in determining the correct
timing of haulm destruction (Van Harten 1983).
Prevention of PVY dispersal to and within susceptible crops indirectly by killing the vectors
with aphicides is not effective because most compounds act too slowly to prevent
nonpersistent virus transmission. Spraying with pyrethroids or with mineral oil provides
limited protection against transmission of PVY (Tiilikkala 1987, Weidemann 1988). Studies
on the correlation of leaf structure and aphid behavior have revealed that sticky glandular
hairs on the foliage prevented departure and multiplication of M. persicae and subsequently
decreased acquisition of PVY. Therefore, breeding potato plants for increased numbers of
glandular hairs could decrease transmission of PVY by aphids (Gunenc and Gibson 1980). An
alternative means to control PVY is to transform plants with genes encoding proteins that are
toxic to aphids. Transgenic potato expressing a lectin showed enhanced resistance to M.
persicae (Gatehouse et al. 1999). However, when the aphids (M. persicae) that previously
colonized the transgenic potatoes were fed to ladybirds (Adalia bipunctata L.), adverse effects
on fecundity, egg viability and longevity of the ladybirds were recorded (Birch et al. 1999).  
Breeding potato for resistance to PVY is carried out in Finland and elsewhere using natural
resistance genes found in wild and cultivated potato species (Ross 1986, Watterson 1993,
Valkonen 1994, Rokka 1998). Two types of resistance responses to PVY are known: extreme
resistance (ER) and hypersensitivity (HR). ER to PVY is encoded by Ry genes, for example
Rysto and Ryadg from Solanum stoloniferum (Schlechtd et Bche.) and S. tuberosum subsp.
andigena (Hawkes), respectively. HR is encoded by N genes, for example Nychs, Nytbr, Nydms,
and Nc from S. chacoense (Bitt.), S. tuberosum, S. demissum (Lindl.) and S. tuberosum,
respectively. The R genes and the N genes are inherited in a monogenic fashion. The R genes
provide resistance to all PVY strain groups, whereas the N genes provide strain group specific
resistance (Valkonen 1994). Breeding for resistance to PVY can be augmented by the use of
DNA markers linked to the resistance genes (Brigneti et al. 1997, Hämäläinen et al. 1997,
1998, Sorri et al. 1999). Furthermore, molecular mapping of these resistance genes aims at
cloning them, which will enable their use as resistance factors through genetic transformation.
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Genetic transformation with sequences derived from viruses can be used to engineer virus
resistance in plants. Since the concept of pathogen-derived resistance (PDR) was proposed
(Sanford and Johnston 1985), this approach has been used to engineer resistance to many
plant viruses, mainly in dicotyledonous species due to their ease of transformation with
Agrobacterium tumefaciens. The development of transformation systems for monocots,
however, has enabled creation of virus resistance by the PDR strategy for example in oat
(Hordeum vulgare L.), sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum L.) and rice (Oryza sativa L.)
(Koev et al. 1998, Ingelbrecht et al. 1999, Pinto et al. 1999). Both structural and non-
structural genes of PVY have been successfully used to engineer potato and tobacco for
resistance to PVY (reviewed in I). However, a PDR strategy has some possible disadvantages
through risks of heterologous encapsidation, synergism and recombination, which need to be
taken to an account while planning and designing the transgene approach (reviewed in I). An
important current issue is the public’s perception of transgenic plants, since the success of
using PDR strategies to produce virus resistant plants will ultimately depend on consumers’
willingness to buy and eat transgenic food products.
1.4 Mechanism of pathogen-derived virus resistance
The mechanisms of PDR are not yet fully understood. It seems that there is no single
mechanism that explains all examples of PDR. Some examples of PDR seem to require
production of the recombinant protein whereas many require only the RNA transcript
produced from the transgene. Overall, the mechanisms of protein-mediated resistance are
connected to inhibit a specific step in the virus infection cycle, depending on the viral gene
used for the transformation. Most of the examples of PDR to PVY are, however, RNA-
mediated, being connected to PTGS of a transgene. Two different mechanisms may be
involved when resistance is achieved using viral genes in antisense orientation. The antisense
RNA may act as a decoy molecule or hybridize to the viral genome, thereby interfering in its
normal infection cycle. The antisense-RNA-mediated virus resistance may also be due to
PTGS of a transgene (Baulcombe 1996b). PTGS is not only related to transgenic plants, since
it has been recorded also in non-transgenic plants, fungi, nematodes, insects and perhaps also
in vertebrates (Gura 2000). It is also one way plants naturally combat virus infection. Viruses,
in turn, have evolved strategies to overcome silencing-type resistance reactions of plants by
suppressing PTGS. A literature review of the mechanisms involved in the protein- and RNA-
mediated resistance in transgenic plants expressing viral genes, and PTGS is presented in (I).
In addition, the connection of PTGS to natural virus resistance and the ability of viruses to
suppress PTGS are reviewed in (I). Therefore, only some aspects concerning the models of
PTGS and the signal mediating PTGS in plants are reviewed here.
1.4.1 Models explaining post-transcriptional gene silencing
Several models have been developed to explain PTGS (reviewed by Dougherty and Parks
1995, Baulcombe 1996a and 1996b, Baulcombe and English 1996, Wassenegger and Pélissier
1998). More or less all the proposed models predict the existence of an RNA degradation
system in the cytoplasm that can specifically remove particular RNAs. The core ideas of the
models are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The core ideas of the models explaining post-transcriptional gene silencing (Dougherty and Parks
1995, Baulcombe 1996a and 1996b, Baulcombe and English 1996, Wassenegger and Pélissier 1998).
The models are otherwise similar but they differ in their explanations as to why a particular
RNA sequence is recognized and subjected to elimination (Fig. 2B) and, therefore, the
proposed models can be divided into two groups. The first group comprises models that
emphasize quantitative factors of the transcript in the initiation of PTGS. For example,
according to a "threshold model" cells are able to sense the amount of certain mRNAs and
trigger specific RNA-degradation whenever the accumulation of one gene product is
unbalanced due to its accumulation above a certain threshold level (Dehio and Schell 1994,
Dougherty and Parks 1995). The second group includes models focusing on the qualitative
factors of a transgene locus and subsequent aberrance in the transcripts in the initiation of
PTGS. The "ectopic pairing model" proposes that DNA-DNA interactions (ectopic i.e.
nonallelic pairing of homologous sequences) lead to production of aberrant RNAs by
transgenes and/or host genes. These aberrant RNAs are subsequently recognized and targeted
for degradation (Flavell 1994, Van Blokland et al. 1994, Baulcombe and English 1996).
Several findings support the models. Genes encoding RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase
(RdRp) (Fig. 2C) have been found in plants (Schiebel et al. 1998). In a recent study, species
of short RNA molecules (25 nucleotides) with sense or antisense polarity to the targeted
transcript was detected from the silenced plant. The detected antisense RNA molecules are
most likely the complementary-RNA molecules (cRNA) synthesized by the RdRp  (Fig. 2C)
(Hamilton and Baulcombe 1999). The frequency of PTGS increases when plants are
transformed with gene constructs made so that they are readily able to form double-stranded
cytoplasm
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RNA (ds-RNA) (Fig. 2D) (Sijen et al. 1996, Angell and Baulcombe 1997, Stam et al. 1997,
Montgomery and Fire 1998, Waterhouse et al. 1998, Jorgensen et al. 1999, Selker 1999).
These findings support the role of ds-RNA in the initiation of PTGS. Furthermore, sometimes
the silenced plants have been shown to accumulate RNA fragments that may consist of both
the 5’ and 3’ portions or only the 5’ portions of the transgene transcript. These RNA
fragments are most likely cleavage products of the RNA degradation of the transgene
transcripts (Fig. 2E) (Goodwin et al. 1996, Lee et al. 1997, Metzlaff et al. 1997, Tanzer et al.
1997, Mishra and Handa 1998).
As indicated above, the basis of the transcript recognition in the initiation of PTGS is the
factor that differentiates the two groups of the models. Several studies support the importance
of the quantitative (transcription) as well as the qualitative (aberrance) characteristics of the
transgene in the initiation of PTGS. The observation that PTGS is obtained more often in
plants that carry several transgene copies fits both models because expression of the transgene
is increased with increasing copy numbers, and complex transgene loci enable ectopic pairing
of the transgenes (de Carvalho et al. 1992, Hart et al. 1992, Angenent et al. 1993, Dorlhac de
Borne et al. 1994, Dougherty et al. 1994, de Carvalho-Niebel et al. 1995, Mueller et al. 1995,
Palauqui and Vaucheret 1995, Vaucheret et al. 1995, Goodwin et al. 1996, Jorgensen et al.
1996, Pang et al. 1996, Vaucheret et al. 1997). However, as multicopy transgenes/host genes
can be transcriptionally active in such plants it is not possible to distinguish if the increased
frequency of PTGS is actually due to an increased DNA dosage or to an increased
transcription of the corresponding genes.
Several studies have indicated the importance of the transgene transcript level in the initiation
of PTGS. PTGS increased when the transgene was expressed under a stronger promoter
irrespective of the transgene copy numbers (Elmayan and Vaucheret 1996). In contrast, PTGS
was not induced when transgene expression was prevented by the inactivation of the 35S
promoter (Vaucheret et al. 1997). PTGS was also sensitive to small changes in transgene
transcription. The epigenetic variation that was introduced through tissue culture and
regeneration procedures to the transgenic plants that carried a silenced glucuronidase gene
(GUS) resulted in a switch from a low expressing to a high expressing phenotype. This
change was associated with a concomitant increase in GUS mRNA accumulation, increasing
methylation of the 35S promoter and subsequent decrease in GUS transcription rate (English
and Baulcombe 1997). In many cases PTGS is triggered in transgenic plants only after the
plants are infected with a virus that carries a gene similar to the transgene. These results
suggested that viral RNA accumulation is required to reach the threshold level in order to
activate PTGS (Lindbo et al. 1993, Swaney et al. 1995, Goodwin et al. 1996, English et al.
1997).
Several observations concerning PTGS are consistent with the ectopic pairing model. PTGS
is often associated with multiple or repeated/inverted copies of transgenes providing support
for the possibility of ectopic pairing (Dougherty et al. 1994, Mueller et al. 1995, Goodwin et
al. 1996, Pang et al. 1996, Sijen et al. 1996, Stam et al. 1997). Support for the aberrant RNA
comes from the findings that PTGS of a gene correlates with the methylation of the
corresponding transgene DNA (Hobbs et al. 1990, Smith et al. 1994, English et al. 1996,
Sijen et al. 1996, Van Houdt et al. 1997) although this correlation has not always been
observed (van Blokland et al. 1994, Cogoni et al. 1996, Goodwin et al. 1996). Although
methylation has been detected throughout the coding sequence of the silenced transgene
(Sijen et al. 1996, Jones et al. 1998b) a correlation of the methylation pattern with the PTGS
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target sequence has also been observed (English et al. 1996). Methylation also correlated with
the induction of PTGS in plants showing a recovery from infection (Jones et al. 1998b, Guo
et al. 1999b). However, methylation was also detected in the virus-infected leaves before they
showed PTGS (Jones et al. 1998b).
Some of the findings concerning PTGS are not consistent with the models. Nuclear run-off
assays showing high transcription rates in the silenced plants and lower transcription rates in
the nonsilenced plants support the idea that silencing is initiated due to a threshold level
transcription (Lindbo et al. 1993, Dougherty et al. 1994). In some cases, however, no such
differences in transcription rates between the silenced and the nonsilenced plants could be
found (Mueller et al. 1995, English et al. 1996). Furthermore, silencing of the chalcone
synthase gene in transgenic petunia (Petunia x hybrida Juss.) has been obtained even with a
promotorless construct (Van Blokland et al. 1994). These results and the fact that the
threshold model fails to explain how RdRp could differentiate the excessively produced
RNAs among all the RNAs produced in a cell (Pang et al. 1997) suggest that other factors
affecting the initiation of PTGS must exist. The ectopic pairing model predicts that haploid
plants derived from plants that are capable of PTGS and carrying a single copy of a transgene
should not be silenced. However, PTGS was recorded in haploid plants carrying a single copy
of the GUS gene under the doubled 35S promoter. This result indicated that neither host
gene/transgene nor transgene/transgene DNA-DNA pairing was required for triggering of
PTGS, which argues against the ectopic pairing model (Elmayan and Vaucheret 1996).
1.4.2 Signal mediating post-transcriptional gene silencing
Using silenced transgenic plants as rootstocks or as stem scions, Palaqui et al. (1997)
demonstrated that silencing was transmitted from the silenced stocks to non-silenced scions
expressing the corresponding transgene. The phenomenon is termed systemic acquired
silencing (SAS). It was also shown in plants that contained an actively transcribed green
fluorescent transgene (GFP) after infiltration of these plants with Agrobacterium tumefaciens
carrying a GFP gene (Voinnet and Baulcombe 1997). SAS was observed as a dramatic
reduction in a steady-state transgene mRNA expression level in plants previously actively
accumulating transgene transcript (Palauqui et al. 1997, Voinnet and Baulcombe 1997). In
order to be silenced, the non-silenced part had to express the same transgene as the silenced
part, indicating the same sequence homology requirements as shown for PTGS (I, Palauqui et
al. 1997, Voinnet and Baulcombe 1997, Voinnet et al. 1998). Partly for this reason, the signal
that mediates SAS has been suggested to consist at least in part of the transgene product
(Palauqui et al. 1997, Voinnet and Baulcombe 1997). An RNA oligonucleotide (25 nt)
complementary to the targeted transcript detected in the silenced plants may be a component
of the systemic signal (Hamilton and Baulcombe 1999).
In the study by Palauqui et al. (1997), the T-DNA copy number, transgene locus structure or
genome position did not affect the ability of the non-silenced plant to be silenced via the
silenced stock. Furthermore, the presence of the transgene itself was not required for the
grafting-induced silencing, since plants that expressed a host nitrate reductase gene (Nia)
mRNA above the level of the wild-type plants also became silenced when grafted to silenced
plants. Therefore, it was suggested that the competence of a scion to become silenced through
a silenced graft was dependent on quantitative not qualitative aspects of the accumulation of
Nia mRNA (Palaqui and Vaucheret 1998). SAS could be activated with sense, antisense or
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promoterless constructs by grafting, infiltration with A. tumefaciens or by bombardment
(Voinnet et al. 1998, Palauqui and Balzergue 1999). The efficiency of SAS activation
decreased when shorter gene fragments or lower DNA concentrations were used for
activation (Voinnet et al. 1998, Palauqui and Balzergue 1999). The transmission of silencing
was only detected when the silenced plant was used as a rootstock. Placement of a wild type
scion between the silenced and non-silenced parts did not suppress transmission of the signal
(Palauqui et al. 1997, Voinnet et al. 1998). The shortest time required for the signal to move
from the silenced part to the non-silenced part varied from 5 days (Palauqui and Balzergue
1999) to 4 weeks (Voinnet et al. 1998). Only three days were needed for the signal to move
out from the infiltrated or bombarded leaves (Voinnet et al. 1998, Palauqui and Balzergue
1999). SAS was strongest in systemic, young leaves, especially in the shoot tips. In leaves
that were already expanded at the time of induction, SAS was fainter and less extensive.
Meristematic regions and leaves immediately above or below the infiltrated leaf did not show
any SAS. Later, the stem and the roots below the infiltrated leaves also showed movement of
silencing. When SAS was induced through treatment of a single leaf, SAS in the stem was
only recorded in the same side as the induced leaf  (Voinnet et al. 1998). SAS persisted even
though the leaves or the grafts initially used for the induction of SAS were removed,
indicating that once cells received the signal they were able to maintain and also propagate it
(Voinnet et al. 1998, Palauqui and Balzergue 1999). However, even though transgenic lines
incapable of triggering spontaneous PTGS themselves were able to undergo graft-induced
PTGS, the ability to maintain silencing when separated from the source of silencing was
found only in those plants that were able to become silenced spontaneously, without grafting
(Palauqui and Vaucheret 1998). SAS was not related to methylation of the transgene, since
transgenes in the non-silenced scions that became silenced through grafting to the silenced
rootstocks did not show any increase in methylation (Sonoda and Nishiguchi 2000).
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2. AIMS OF THE STUDY
The present study was part of a research project of the "Potato Biotechnology" program
carried out at the Department of Plant Production, University of Helsinki. The objective of
the program was to increase knowledge on virus resistance in potato and to improve the
resistance. In the time course of the program, virus resistance in a wild potato species,
Solanum brevidens Phil., was characterized (Valkonen 1992) and somatic hybrids between S.
tuberosum L. and S. brevidens were produced and characterized (Xu 1993). Furthermore, the
P1 gene of PVY was cloned and characterized, and the role of the P1 protein in the infection
cycle of PVY studied (Pehu 1995). The main objective of the present thesis research was to
study whether the P1 gene of PVY could be used to engineer virus resistance in potato.
The more specific aims of the present study were
1. To test whether resistance to PVY could be obtained in potato by transforming it with the 
P1 gene of PVY in sense or antisense orientation (II, III, V).
2. To characterize the resistance mechanism at the molecular level (II, III, IV).
3. To analyze the strain specificity of the resistance at the molecular level (IV).
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental part of the work is described here in general outline. It is presented more
thoroughly in the original publications (II-V).
3.1 Plant material and viruses
The Finnish potato cultivar Pito was used in this study. This cultivar carries the PVYO-
specific resistance gene Ny that causes a hypersensitivity resistance response (HR) only at low
temperatures (16/18°C). The HR pathway in cv. Pito is blocked at a certain, unknown point
due to an activation of the Tdm gene at higher temperatures (>19°C), which permits PVYO to
overcome resistance. Consequently, systemic infection and mosaic symptoms develop in
plants of cv. Pito following infection with PVYO at higher temperatures (Valkonen 1997,
Valkonen et al. 1998). Viruses and virus isolates used in this study are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Viruses and virus isolates used in the present study.
Virus Isolate Origin Reference
Potato virus Y PVYO-UK United Kingdom II, III, IV
PVYO-803 Finland IV
PVYO-Loimaa Finland IV
PVYO-Viikki Finland IV
PVYN-UK United Kingdom II, III, IV
PVYN-RUS Russia IV
Potato virus A PVA-U USA II, III
Potato virus X PVX-UK United Kingdom II, III
3.2 Cloning of the P1 genes from PVY isolates
The P1 gene was cloned from the isolate PVYO-UK for transformation (II). To study the strain
group specificity of the resistance at the molecular level, the P1 genes of the isolates PVYO-803,
PVYO-Loimaa, PVYO-Viikki, PVYN-UK and PVYN-RUS were cloned (IV). The cloning and
characterization of the P1 gene from PVYO-UK was carried out by Dr. T. Pehu (Department
of Plant Production, Helsinki University, Finland), whereas the P1 genes of the remaining
five PVY isolates were cloned and characterized by the author of this thesis.
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3.3 Production of transgenic plants of potato cv. Pito
The cloned P1 gene sequence of PVYO-UK was subcloned into the plasmid pHTT294 for
transformation. The plasmids containing the P1 gene in sense or in antisense orientation were
designated as pHTT294P1S and pHTT294P1AS (Figs. 1 in III and IV). These constructs were
further conjugated into Agrobacterium tumefaciens Ti-plasmids. Stem pieces (3-5 mm)
excised from 4-wk-old plantlets of potato cv. Pito grown in vitro were transformed, regenerated
and selected essentially as described by Koivu et al. (1995) except that the kanamycin
concentration was raised to 75 mg/ml. Shoots regenerated in 28-35 days after agroinfection. No
more than three shoots were excised from each callus (II, III). Primary selection of putative
transformants was done by analyzing neophospho-transferase II protein (NPTII) activity (II,
III). The presence of the P1 gene in the NPTII positive plants was determined by PCR
analysis (II, III).
From hereon potato lines transformed with the P1 gene of PVYO-UK will be referred to as
"P1 transgenic potatoes". The lines that carry the P1 gene in sense orientation are referred to
as "P1 sense lines", and those lines that carry the P1 gene in antisense orientation are referred
to as "P1 antisense lines". Furthermore, P1 sense lines resistant to PVYO are sometimes
referred to as "SR lines", whereas the P1 antisense lines, resistant to PVYO, are referred to as
"ASR lines". On the other hand, the lines that are transgenic but not resistant are sometimes
referred to as "SNR lines" or "ASNR lines", respectively.
3.4 Analysis of virus resistance
Primary screening of virus resistance was done by sap-inoculating the P1 transgenic potato
lines with PVYO-UK (II, III). Graft-inoculation using scions of PVYO-UK-infected potato cv.
Pito was done with the transgenic lines that had not become infected in experiments using
mechanical inoculation (II, III). Top grafting analyses were undertaken to determine if
resistance was active in the inoculated leaves. They were also used to determine whether
resistant lines accumulated PVY, but only at very low levels undetectable by DAS-ELISA
(III, IV). The broadness of the resistance was determined by mechanical inoculation of the
PVYO -resistant lines with different PVYO and PVYN isolates, or with PVA or Potato virus X
(PVX) (II-IV). Virus infection was tested by DAS-ELISA in all experiments. The polyclonal
antibodies for the detection of PVY, PVA and PVX were obtained from Boehringer
Mannheim (II-V).
Resistance to PVY in the P1 transgenic potatoes was analyzed in field trials carried out in the
experimental fields of the University of Helsinki, Viikki, Finland under the permit 1/MB/97
in 1997 and 1998 (V). The aim of field trials was to test whether resistance to PVY in the P1
transgenic potatoes was durable under natural conditions where aphids transmit PVY.
Primary (current season) and secondary (tuber-borne) infection with PVY was analyzed using
DAS-ELISA with polyclonal antibodies that detect all PVY strain groups (Boehringer
Mannheim) or PVY strain group-specific monoclonal antibodies to PVYO, PVYN and PVYC
(Adgen). In addition, the yields of the transgenic lines were determined and subjected to
analysis of variance (SAS Institute Inc. 1989; PROC ANOVA). The significantly different
means were detected with the Student-Neuman-Keuls test.
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3.5 Characterization of the resistance mechanism at the molecular level
3.5.1 Molecular characterization of the P1 transgenic potatoes
Correlation between resistance and number of the P1 transgene loci in the P1 transgenic
potatoes was tested by Southern analysis carried out using the P1 gene as a probe (II-IV).
Northern and western analyses were carried out to compare expression levels of the P1
transcript and P1 protein in the resistant and susceptible plants (III, IV). To elucidate the effect
of PVYN infection on the stability of the transgene expression, the levels of P1 transcript were
analyzed in the PVYO-resistant plants also after systemic infection with PVYN (IV).
3.5.2 Analysis of the possible involvement of a systemic signal mediating gene silencing in the
P1 transgenic potatoes (unpublished)
Possible involvement of a systemic signal mediating the gene silencing in the P1 transgenic
plants was analyzed by grafting a susceptible P1 sense plant, SI 1010-1 (SNR), or an
antisense plant, AI 0321-1 (ASNR), on to a resistant P1 sense plant, SI 1002-1 (SR), or an
antisense plant AI 1139-1 (ASR). In these experiments, the “hybrid plants” created were
allowed to grow for 3, 7 or 8 weeks together before they were inoculated with PVYO-UK.
Inoculation was done by sap- or graft-inoculation into the SNR or ASNR parts or into the SR
or ASR parts of the plants.
3.5.3 Analysis of the strain group specificity determinants of resistance at the molecular level
The nucleotide and amino acid sequences of the cloned P1 genes were compared by multiple
sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis (IV). These analyses were carried out to evaluate
whether any consistent differences existed in the P1 genes between the PVYO and PVYN
isolates. The phylogenetic relationships of the cloned P1 genes were analyzed by M.Sc. J.F.
Kreuze  (Department of Plant Biology, Swedish University for Agricultural Sciences,
Sweden).
The amounts of PVY genomic RNA were tested by northern analysis in the sap-inoculated
leaves of cv. Pito, or in leaves of plants of cv. Pito grown from tubers infected with different
PVY isolates. This was done to establish whether the PVYO and PVYN isolates could be
differentiated according to their genomic RNA accumulation levels in the potato cv. Pito
(IV).
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Cloning and sequence analyses of P1 gene sequences from PVY isolates
Cloning of the P1 gene sequences from the PVY isolates (II, IV) resulted in cDNAs that
contained all but the 24 nucleotides of the 3´ end of the P1 gene. The PVY P1 genes cloned in
this study were very similar to each other and to the previously published PVY P1 genes (Table
1). Sequence comparisons revealed that the nucleotide differences in PVYN and PVYO isolates
were similarly distributed over the P1 sequence. No nucleotide sequence was unique to the
PVYN isolates as a group that could differentiate them from the group of the PVYO isolates
(Figure 3). The P1 sequences were subjected to a phylogenetic analysis, which could not
distinguish the two PVY strain groups, since no cluster contained only PVYO or PVYN
isolates. While being indistinguishable as two strain groups based on the P1 sequences, each
PVY isolate contained unique nucleotide changes and, subsequently, unique amino acid
residues at up to four positions of the deduced P1 protein sequence (Table 2 in IV).
Table 1. Nucleotide sequence similarities (%) of the P1 genes from the PVY isolates.
PVYO-UKa PVYO-Loimaa PVYO-803 PVYO-Viikki PVYN-RUS PVYN-UK
(X82848)b (AJ245554) (AJ245555) (AJ245556) (AJ25557) (AJ245558)
PVYO-Singhc    96   96   96   96   96   96
PVYO-Thd    94   95   95   94   94   95
PVYN-Fre    95   95   95   95   95   96
PVYO-UK 100   96   98   99   99   98
PVYO-Loimaa 100   97   97   97   96
PVYO-803 100   99   99   99
PVYO-Viikki 100   99   98
PVYN-RUS 100   98
PVYN-UK 100
a Used as the transgene
b Sequence data bank accession number
c Singh and Singh 1996, accession number U05509
d Thornbury et al. 1990, accession number X12456
e Robaglia et al. 1989, accession number M37180
High sequence similarity between the P1 genes of PVYO and PVYN isolates is in agreement
with the previous findings (Tordo et al. 1995). PVY isolates can be placed in three groups
designated as I, II and III according to the P1 gene sequences (Tordo et al. 1995). Group I
consists of isolates belonging to PVYN, including the subgroup PVYNTN. Group II contains
isolates from the PVYN and PVYO strain groups, whereas group III consists only of isolates
from the PVYO strain group. The nucleotide sequence identity within group II is 95%-100%.
Sequence identity between group I and group II or III is 70%, whereas the identity between
groups II and III is 80% (Tordo et al. 1995). Since the P1 sequences of the present study
showed high similarity to isolates PVYO-Th and PVYN-Fr, that are members of group II, they
most likely also belong to the group II of Tordo et al. (1995).
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N-UK ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
N-RUS -----------------------T----------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki -----------------------T----------------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa -----------------------T----------------------------------------------------
O-803 -----------------------T----------------------------------------------------
O-UK ATGGCAACTTACATGTCAACAATCTGTTTCGGTTCGTTTGAATGCAAGCTACCATACTCACCCGCCTCTTGCGGGC
N-UK ------T------------------------------------C--------------------------------
N-RUS ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa -C----T---------------------------------C--C--------------------------------
O-803 ------T------------------------------------C--------------------------------
O-UK ATATTGCGAAGGAACGAGAAGTGCTGGCTTCCGTTGATCCTTTTGCAGATCTGGAAACACAACTTAGTGCACGATT
N-UK ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
N-RUS -----------------------------------------A----------------------------------
O-Viikki ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa ---------------------------------------------------T------------------------
O-803 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-UK GCTCAAGCAAGAATATGCTACTGTTCGTGTGCTCAAGAACGGTACTCTTACGTACCGATACAAGACTGATGCCCAG
N-UK ---------------------------------------------C------------------------------
N-RUS ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa -----------T--------------G-A---T---------------A-------A-----C-------------
O-803 ---------------------------------------------C------------------------------
O-UK ATAACGCGCATCCAGAAGAAACTGGAAAGGAAGGATAGGGAAGAATATCACTTCCAGATGGCAGCTCCTAGTATTG
N-UK ----------------------C-----------------------------------------------------
N-RUS ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa -------------A--------------------------------------------------G-----------
O-803 ----------------------C-----------------------------------------------------
O-UK TGTCAAAAATTACTATAGCTGGTGGAGATCCTCCATCAAAGTCTGAGCCACAAGCACCAAGAGGTATCATTCATAC
N-UK -------------------------------------------------------------A--------------
N-RUS ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki -----------------------------A----------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa ------------------------------T--------------A---------------A--------------
O-803 -------------------------------------------------------------A--------------
O-UK AACTCCAAGGGTGCGTAAAGTCAAGACACGCCCCATAATAAAGTTGACAGAAGGCCAGATGGATCATCTCATTAAG
N-UK ----------------------A----G------------------------AG--------T-------------
N-RUS ------------------C---A-----------------------------AG----------------------
O-Viikki ----------------------A-----------------------------AG--------T-------------
O-Loimaa -----A----------------A---------------C-------------AG--------T-------------
O-803 ----------------------A----G------------------------AG--------T-------------
O-UK CAGGTGAAGCAGATTATGTCGGGGAAGAGAGGGTCTGTTCACTTAATTAGTAGAAAGACCACCCATGTTCAATATA
N-UK -------------------------------------------------------C--G------T----------
N-RUS ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa -------------A-------------------A------------------T-----------------------
O-803 --------------A-------------------------------------------G-----------------
O-UK AGGAGATACTTGGTGCAACTCGCGCAGCGGTTCGAACTGCACATATGATGGGCTTGCGACGGAGAGTGGACTTCCG
N-UK --------C-------------------------------------------------------------------
N-RUS ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-803 --------C-------------------------------------------------------------------
O-UK ATGTGATATGTGGACAGTTGGACTTTTGCAACGTCTCGCTCGGACGGACAAATGGTCCAATCAAGTCCGCACTATC
N-UK ----------G-----------------------------------------------------------------
N-RUS ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Loimaa ----------G---------------------------------C-------------------------------
O-803 ----------G-----------------------------------------------------------------
O-UK AACATACGAAAGGGTGATAGTGGAGTCATCTTGAACACAAAAAGTCTCAAAGGCCACTTTGGTAGAAGTTCAGGAG
N-UK --------------------------------------------G-----------------------
N-RUS --------------------------------------------------------------------
O-Viikki --------------------------------------------G-----------------------
O-Loimaa ----------------------------G---------------------------------------
O-803 --------------------------------------------------------------------
O-UK ACTTGTTCATAGTGCGTGGATCACACGAAGGGAAATTGTACGATACACGTTCTAGAGTTACTCAGAGT
Figure 3. Sequence alignment of the cloned P1 genes.
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4.2 Transformation of cv. Pito with the P1 gene of PVY
The P1 gene of the PVYO-UK was transferred into potato cv. Pito in sense or in antisense
orientation using an Agrobacterium-mediated method (II, III). Randomly selected putative
transformants, regenerated on medium containing kanamycin (75 mg/l), were rooted on
kanamycin-free MS-medium, after which they were assayed for NPTII activity and for the
presence of the P1 gene. The regeneration procedure used in this study resulted in a regeneration
efficiency of 25% and 30%, in the plants transformed with the P1 gene in sense or antisense
orientation, respectively. According to results from NPTII tests, the transformation efficiency
was 29% in the plants transformed with the P1 gene in sense orientation and 39% in the plants
transformed with the P1 gene in antisense orientation (Table 2).
Selection against the non-NPTII-expressing regenerants should be improved from the method
used in this study by increasing the kanamycin concentration in the regeneration media
(Beaujean et al. 1998). In this study, regenerated shoots were grown on a kanamycin-free MS-
medium, but the regenerated shoots could be also rooted in a kanamycin-containing MS-
medium for further selection. The NPTII assay used in this study was laborious. Therefore,
instead of using the NPTII assay of McDonnell et al. (1987), alternative NPTII assays could
be used (Nagel et al. 1992). Alternatively, for primary screening of transformants, rooting of
the regenerated shoots in a kanamycin-containing MS-medium could be used as the only
NPTII assay, after which a PCR assay could be used to confirm the presence of the actual
transgene.
Table 2. Summary of the primary analyses carried out with potato plants transformed with the P1 sequence.
Number of Number of NPTII- P1 gene- Lines
Orientation of stem pieces shoots positive positive resistant to
the P1 gene incubated with regenerated plants plants PVYO-UK
Agrobacterium
Sense 390 97 (25)1 28 (29) 20 (87) 3 (15)
Antisense 280 85 (30) 33 (39) 26 (93) 5 (19)
1 Percentage of the total number is indicated in parentheses.
4.3 Resistance to PVY in potatoes transformed with the P1 gene
In the remaining part of this study, the resistant and the non-resistant plants carrying the P1
transgene in sense orientation are referred to as SR and SNR, respectively. Similarly, the
resistant and the non-resistant plants carrying the P1 transgene in antisense orientation are
referred to as ASR and ASNR.
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4.3.1 Resistance to PVYO-UK
According to virus resistance tests, three lines transformed with the P1 gene in sense
orientation (SI 1002-1, SI 0308-3, SIII 1113-1) and five lines transformed with the P1 gene in
antisense orientation (AI 0306-3, AI 0623-2, AII 1813-1, AII 1814-1, AI 1139-1) were
resistant to PVYO-UK (II-IV). In addition to top-grafting analyses (Table 1 in IV), the line SI
0308-3 was also shown to be resistant to PVYO-UK following sap- and graft-inoculation,
although these data were not published in (II). Resistance to PVYO-UK in the SR and ASR
lines was expressed as a lack of symptoms and as no detectable amounts of PVY
accumulating in the plants following sap- and graft-inoculation (Table 1 in II and III). No
differences in resistance responses could be found between the SR and ASR: the resistance
was highly effective and active prior to inoculation. Alternatively, it must have been induced
very quickly following infection since no virus was detected in the inoculated leaves 14 days
after inoculation (Table 2 and 1 in III and IV, respectively).
The P1 gene sequences have been also used to engineer resistance to Tobacco vein mottling
virus (TVMV, genus Potyvirus) and Plum pox virus (PPV, genus Potyvirus) in tobacco
(Moreno et al. 1998, Tavert-Roudet et al. 1998). The level of the resistance to PVY in the SR
and ASR plants of this study is comparable with the resistance to TVMV and PPV obtained
in the transgenic tobacco plants that expressed the P1 gene sequences of TVMV and PPV,
respectively.
That antisense and sense orientation of the P1 gene resulted in similarly efficient resistance to
PVYO. This was unexpected since the use of antisense-oriented viral genes has usually
resulted in weaker resistance, expressed as a delay of symptom development, slower virus
accumulation and reduced virus titers (Cuozzo et al. 1988, Hemenway et al. 1988, Powell et
al. 1989, Lindbo and Dougherty 1992). Previous studies using potyvirus genes for plant
transformation in antisense orientation have achieved resistance to PVY using the PVY CP
gene (Smith et al. 1995) or the NIa gene (Waterhouse et al. 1998). Furthermore, expression of
the carboxy-terminal portion of the BYMV CP gene, together with its complete 3’ non-coding
sequence in antisense orientation, has resulted in a high degree of resistance to Bean yellow
mosaic virus (BYMV, genus Potyvirus) in tobacco (Hammond and Kamo 1995). The
different responses in resistance or susceptibility of transgenic plants expressing viral genes in
antisense orientation may be partly based on the number of plants transformed or analyzed,
since the resistant phenotype seems to represent only a minority among the transgenic lines.
Plant species or cultivar may also be important. The same antisense construct of the PVY CP
gene protected only potato cv. Russet Burbank against PVY whereas no resistance was
observed in the transformed plants of tobacco or potato cv. Russet Norkotah (Smith et al.
1994, 1995).
4.3.2 Variable resistance responses to PVYO-UK
Resistance responses to PVYO were somewhat variable in the P1 transgenic potato lines in
different experiments. PVYO-UK infection was detected in the line SI 1002-1 (1002SI1 in II) in
the second sap-inoculation experiment with PVYO-UK (Table 1 in II) but this line was resistant
in all the other virus tests (for example Table 1 in IV). It is, therefore, referred to as a resistant
line in the present study. Line SI 0305-2 was initially considered as resistant to PVYO-UK
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(Table 1 in II) but detectable PVY titers accumulated in the plants over time in the greenhouse
(data not shown). Therefore, this line is considered to be susceptible to PVY.
Loss of resistance, or lower level of resistance, may have been due to an increased
methylation of the 35S promoter. Increased methylation of the 35S promoter would lead to a
decreased transcription rate of the P1 transgene and, consequently, decreased P1 mRNA
accumulation. This in turn is expected to make the post-transcriptional silencing less efficient
(see section 4.4 and 4.5) (English and Baulcombe 1997).
4.3.3 Specificity of resistance
The virus resistance in the P1 transgenic plants was specific to PVY, since the transgenic
plants were susceptible to PVX and PVA (II, III). Possible strain group specificity of
resistance to PVY was tested with four isolates of PVYO (PVYO-UK, PVYO-803, PVYO-
Loimaa, and PVYO-Viikki) and two isolates of PVYN (PVYN-UK, PVYN-RUS). Results
showed that in both the SR and ASR lines, resistance was effective only to PVYO, the strain
group from which the transgene sequence was derived (II-IV).
Resistance in the transgenic tobacco plants that express the P1 gene of TVMV or PPV is also
virus specific (Moreno et al. 1998, Tavert-Roudet et al. 1998). Most of the tobacco plants that
express the TVMV P1 gene are not resistant to a TVMV isolate S, in which the P1 gene
shares 82% homology with the P1 transgene derived from other TVMV strain (Moreno et al.
1998). In contrast, transgenic tobacco plants that express a PPV P1 gene are resistant to two
different PPV strains that are distinguished by a phylogenetic analysis of the P1 gene
sequences (Tavert-Roudet et al. 1998).
Previous reports on PDR to PVY have not always included tests with different PVY strains or
different viruses, but in those cases where this has been done resistance has been specific to
PVY (Kaniewski et al. 1990, Vardi et al. 1993, Audy et al. 1994, Smith et al. 1994,
Sudarsono et al. 1995). In some instances resistance has been effective only to the PVY strain
group (PVYN or PVYO) from which the transgene had been derived (Farinelli et al. 1992,
Audy et al. 1994, Malnoë et al. 1994), in contrast to others (Farinelli and Malnoë 1993, van
der Vlugt and Goldbach 1993, Smith et al. 1994, 1995, Sudarsono et al. 1995, Okamoto et al.
1996). Because both strain groups, PVYO and PVYN, are common in potatoes in the field (De
Bokx and Huttinga 1981), strain specificity of the resistance causes a problem. One possible
way to solve it could be to transform the SR or ASR lines resistant to one strain also with a
genomic sequence derived from the other strain.
4.3.4 Resistance to PVYO in the field
The field experiments carried out in 1997 and 1998 showed that resistance to PVYO in the SR
and ASR lines was effective when PVYO was aphid transmitted. The resistant plants were
infected with PVYN, whereas the PVY-susceptible control lines were infected with both
PVYN and PVYO. There was one exception, as one plant from the line AI 0306-3 was also
infected with PVYO (Table 1 in V). The reason why this plant was infected with PVYO may
be that the P1 gene sequence in this PVYO isolate could have been sufficiently different and
not recognized and subjected to RNA degradation. Another explanation is that since the
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particular plant of line AI 0306-3 was found to be infected also with PVYN, PVYN may have
suppressed the PTGS (Fig. 4 in IV) and hence allowed PVYO infection to occur.
Preliminary observations were made on yields of the P1 transgenic potatoes. The yields of
several ASR lines were higher than the yields of the non-transgenic potato cv. Pito (Fig 1 in
IV). The ASR line AI 1139-1 produced the highest yields in both years. However, since the
planting material used in this study was different for the two growing seasons, further studies
are required to describe the yield and performance of the P1 transgenic potatoes more
precisely.
4.4 Characterization of the resistance mechanism at the molecular level
4.4.1 Molecular characterization of the P1 transgenic potatoes
The typical features of plants expressing a PTGS-based resistance mechanism are that the
resistance i) is of high level but virus or virus strain-specific, ii) is effective regardless of
whether plants are challenged with low or high amounts of virus inoculum and iii) correlates
with a low transgene steady-state mRNA expression level (Lindbo et al. 1993, Longstaff et al.
1993, Smith et al. 1994, Swaney et al. 1995). Resistance may also be correlated with high
transgene copy numbers (Dougherty et al. 1994, Mueller et al. 1995, Goodwin et al. 1996,
Pang et al. 1996) although in some studies no such correlation has been found (Smith et al.
1995, Elmayan and Vaucheret 1996, Jones et al. 1998a, Moreno et al. 1998, Sonoda et al.
1999).
Table 3. Summary of the molecular characterization of the P1 transgenic potatoes
Resistant Susceptible
_______________ ________________
SRa ASR SNR ASNR Reference
Numbers of loci of the P1 transgene 1-3 1-5 1-3(5-7)b 1-3 (II- IV)
Expression levels of the P1 transcript low lowc high low/medium (III, IV)
Expression levels of the P1 transcript when
    plant is infected with PVYN high * * * (IV)
Expression levels of the P1 protein not detectable * detectable * (IV)
a SR, PVYO-resistant lines carrying the P1 transgene in sense orientation; ASR, PVYO-resistant lines carrying the
P1 transgene in antisense orientation; SNR, PVYO-susceptible lines carrying the P1 transgene in sense
orientation; ASNR, PVYO-susceptible lines carrying the P1 transgene in antisense orientation
b The number of loci in SNR line SI 0305-2 was 5-7.
c Although not shown in III, the control for equal loading in the northern analysis was made.
* Not determined
Molecular characterization of the resistant and susceptible P1 transgenic lines revealed
features indicating silencing of the P1 transgene (Table 3). In the SR and ASR plants,
resistance to PVYO correlated with low expression levels of the P1 transcripts (III, IV). In
addition, PVYN infection increased levels of the P1 transcripts in the SR lines (Fig. 4 in IV).
This result indicated that the P1 transgene was silenced in the SR lines before PVYN infection
and that PVYN was able to suppress the silencing of the P1 transgene. Nuclear run-off studies
were not carried out to elucidate whether the P1 gene was subjected to silencing at a
transcriptional or post-transcriptional level. However, since PVYO that is a cytoplasmically
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replicating virus was also targeted for degradation, silencing of the P1 transgene in the SR
and ASR lines, therefore, most likely occurs at the post-transcriptional level.
In agreement with previous studies (Smith et al. 1995, Elmayan and Vaucheret 1996, Jones et
al. 1998a, Moreno et al. 1998, Sonoda et al. 1999), no correlation between the numbers of P1
transgene loci and resistance to PVYO was observed (II-IV). The sizes of the hybridized
fragments detected by Southern analysis in the SR and ASR plants indicated an inverted-
repeat arrangement of the P1 transgene (calculated estimates for the inverted-repeats are
EcoRI: 2702 bp; Pst1: 4684 bp; HindIII: 6040 bp) (III, IV). PTGS is known to be enhanced
with repeated (Sijen et al. 1996) or inverted (Stam et al. 1997) transgene repeats.
4.4.2 Analysis of the possible involvement of a systemic signal mediating gene silencing in the
P1 transgenic potatoes (unpublished)
Involvement of a systemic signal mediating SAS has been previously reported (Palauqui et al.
1997, Voinnet and Baulcombe 1997, Palauqui and Vaucheret 1998, Voinnet et al. 1998,
Palauqui and Balzergue 1999). Existence of such a signal was tested by grafting a susceptible
plant (SNR or ASNR line) on to a resistant plant (SR or ASR line). It was presumed that the
putative signal would move from the resistant part into the susceptible part and, consequently,
the P1 mRNA expression in the susceptible part would be silenced. The susceptible part
would then become resistant to PVYO. No evidence for SAS was observed in the P1
transgenic potatoes because silencing of the P1 transcript was not observed in the susceptible
parts (data not shown) and the susceptible parts of the “hybrid plants” did not become
resistant to PVYO (Table 4). The results, however, showed that PVYO was able to move from
the PVYO-infected graft through the vascular tissues of the resistant parts to the susceptible
parts (Table 4: Experiment 3).
Several explanations as to why SAS was not observed in the P1 transgenic plants may be
provided:
1. The P1 transgenic lines may not contain a signal, or it does not move into the susceptible
part.
2. The signal entering the susceptible part may be too weak or unevenly distributed resulting
only in partial silencing of the P1 transcripts (Que et al. 1998, Voinnet et al. 1998). This
could be expected if insufficient time was allowed for activation of SAS. It is not
plausible since the grafted parts of the plants were allowed to unify for 3 to 8 weeks in
this study, whereas in previous studies, a period of 5 days to 4 weeks has been sufficient
for the delivery of the signal and activation of SAS (Voinnet et al. 1998, Palauqui and
Balzergue 1999).
3. The PVY-susceptible P1 transgenic plant may not become fully resistant to PVYO unless
the signal mediating SAS is delivered to all cells where the PVYO infection may occur. In
such a case, silencing of P1 mRNA in the susceptible part would also be difficult to detect
by northern analysis.
4. It is possible that the susceptible part lacks some factors needed for the activation of SAS.
One such factor could be sufficiently high steady-state expression levels of the P1
transcripts. In the previous studies with a nitrate reductase gene (Nia), the wild type Nia
was silenced only when its expression was raised above the normal level (Palauqui et al.
1997, Palauqui and Vaucheret 1998).
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Table 4. Analysis of PVY infection in the “hybrid plants” created by grafting resistant P1 transgenic line (SR,
ASR) with susceptible transgenic line (SNR, ASNR, K3). The susceptible and resistant parts were allowed to
unify three (experiment 1), seven (experiment 2) or eight (experiment 3) weeks together before inoculation with
PVYO-UK.
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
       ________________        ______________________________ _________________
PVY PVY PVY PVY PVY infection PVY PVY
Sciona inoculated infection inoculated infection infection 28 dpi inoculated infection
Rootstock part 28 dpic part 21 dpi after removing part 48 dpi
(sap)b (graft) the PVY-graft (graft)
SNR PVY +    PVY +    +    −      +              
1. SR − – − – – PVY –
ASNR PVY +    PVY +    +    
2. SR − – − – –
K3 PVY +    PVY +    +    
3. SR − – − – –
WT PVY +    PVY +    +    −      +    
4. SR − – − – – PVY –
SNR PVY +    +    
5. SNR − + +
ASNR PVY +    PVY +    +    −      +    
6. ASR − – − – – PVY –
SNR PVY +    PVY +    +    
7. ASR − – − – –
K3 PVY +    PVY +    +    
8. ASR − – − – –
WT PVY +    PVY +    +    −      +    
9. ASR − – − – – PVY –
ASNR PVY +    +    
10. ASNR − + +
SR −      –    
11. SNR PVY +
SR −      –    
12. ASNR PVY +
SR −      –    
13. K3 PVY +
WT −      +    
14. SNR PVY +
ASR −      –    
15. ASNR PVY –
ASR −      –    
16. SNR PVY +
ASR −      –    
17. K3 PVY +
WT −      +    
18. ASNR PVY +
a SR; resistant sense line SI 1002-1, SNR; susceptible sense line SI 1010-1, ASR; resistant antisense line AI
1139-1, ASNR; susceptible antisense line AI 0321-1, K3; susceptible control line, transformed with a construct
that does not contain the P1 gene, WT; susceptible, non-transgenic potato cv. Pito. b Plants were sap-inoculated
or graft-inoculated with PVYO. c dpi = Days post inoculation
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4.4.3 Analysis of strain group specificity of the resistance at the molecular level
The PTGS-based virus resistance is expected to be narrow because only highly homologous
sequences are targeted and subjected to RNA degradation. Therefore, this type of resistance is
also known as homology-dependent resistance (HDR) (Mueller et al. 1995). Studies that have
assessed the threshold sequence similarities between the transgene and the infecting virus
required for the activation of HDR (Pang et al. 1993, Longstaff et al. 1993, Mueller et al.
1995, Taliansky et al. 1998, Jones et al. 1998a) have shown that the threshold similarities
vary case by case, but the lowest reported sequence similarity that allowed activation of HDR
was 87% (Taliansky et al. 1998).
Resistance in the SR and ASR lines of this study was specific to the PVYO strain group.
Resistance to PVYO in the SR and ASR lines can be explained based on the concept of HDR,
since the P1 gene sequences of the PVYO isolates were almost identical (>96%) to the P1
transgene sequence (see Table 1). In contrast, susceptibility to PVYN in the SR and ASR lines
cannot be explained according to HDR, since the P1 gene sequences of the PVYN isolates
showed high homology (>96%) to the P1 transgene sequence (see Table 1). Further analyses
of the P1 gene sequences did not indicate any systematic differences distinguishing PVYO
from PVYN (IV). Therefore, it was concluded that in addition to sequence homology between
the transgene sequence and the infecting virus, some other factors must have determined the
strain specificity of resistance in the P1 transgenic lines. Data obtained in this study are
inadequate to explain conclusively the strain specificity of resistance. However, the following
hypothesis concerning the putative factors determining the strain specificity of resistance in
the P1 transgenic plants can be presented:
1. The secondary structures of the P1 genes may be important in explaining the strain
specificity. For example, the PVYN P1 sequences might be folded into secondary
structures not recognized and targeted for RNA degradation, or which resist degradation
by RNases (Hellwald and Palukaitis 1995, Metzlaff et al. 1997).
 
2. The two PVYN isolates each contained two different, unique amino acid residues in their
deduced P1 protein sequence (Table 2 in IV). These amino acid residues may be
important in explaining the strain specificity of resistance in the following ways:
 
 • Although suppression of PTGS is known to be mediated by the HC-Pro protein (Anandalakshmi et al.
1998, Brigneti et al. 1998, Kasschau and Carrington 1998, Voinnet et al. 1999), the interaction between the
P1 protein and the HC-Pro may be important for the level of PTGS suppression. The unique amino acid
residues in the P1 proteins of the PVYN isolates may affect this interaction possibly by enhancing
suppression of PTGS. In the present study, expression of the silenced P1 transgene was recovered during
PVYN infection (Fig. 4 in IV). Therefore, PVYN may overcome the P1 gene mediated resistance by
suppressing PTGS. However, since PTGS-based resistance to PVYN has been obtained in transgenic plants
(Smith et al. 1994, 1995), PVYN may need some other factors in addition to the suppression ability to
overcome the PTGS in the P1 transgenic plants.
 
 • In virus multiplication, P1 protein enhances genome amplification (Verchot and Carrington 1995a, 1995b).
The amino acid substitutions in the P1 proteins of the PVYN isolates may result in less efficient amplification
of the PVYN isolates. This suggestion is consistent with the observation that the PVYN isolates accumulated
at lower levels in potato cv. Pito than the PVYO isolates (Fig 5. in IV). According to this hypothesis, a
recovery from infection may occur in the SR and ASR lines during PVYO infection but at the level of the
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initially infected cells. It is suggested that replication of PVYO initially occurs in the cells where the silencing
of the P1 transgene maintains the P1 RNA amounts at a certain level. Virus replication results in a
disturbance of the amount of P1 RNA. Exceeding a certain threshold level is sensed by the putative
regulatory system that subsequently targets degradation to the P1 sequence of the infecting virus. Since
PVYN isolates accumulated to lower levels, viral RNA may remain below a threshold concentration required
for recognition and targeting for the RNA degradation machinery. This would allow PVYN infection and
production of HC-Pro to suppress PTGS.
 
 3. PVYN isolates are significantly different from PVYO isolates for another viral protein,
such as HC-Pro that plays an important role in suppression of PTGS. The HC-Pro gene
sequences of the PVY isolates used in this study were not determined and compared. 
 
 4. The natural PVYO resistance in potato cv. Pito, although not expressed at the phenotypic
level at the temperatures used in this study (Valkonen 1997, Valkonen et al. 1998), plays a
role in determining the strain specificity.
 4.5 Putative mechanisms by which resistance to PVY may be overcome in the P1
transgenic potatoes
 
 Resistance in the P1 transgenic plants is associated with post-transcriptional silencing of the
P1 transgene. Therefore, any factors affecting the stability of the silencing can be considered
to represent a risk that resistance is lost or made less efficient. One factor could be the
inactivation of the 35S promoter because it would terminate expression of the P1 transgene
and the corresponding sequence-specific PTGS. Infection of Cauliflower mosaic virus
(CaMV) of plants expressing transgenes under the CaMV 35S promoter can lead to an
inactivation of the 35S promoter (Al-Kaff et al. 1997). In potato, this risk is highly unlikely.
Except for Nicotiana clevelandii (Gray) and Datura stramonium (L.) (Solanaceae), the hosts
of CaMV consist of species of the family Cruciferaceae (Shepherd 1981). Environmental
conditions, such as extreme temperatures, may also affect the stability of silencing. Therefore,
resistance to PVYO in the P1 transgenic potatoes should be tested under different
environmental conditions relevant to potato growing and aphid movement in the field. In
addition, continuous culturing of the P1 transgenic potatoes in vitro may lead to the loss of
silencing of the P1 transgene as was previously shown in transgenic tobacco plants that
expressed the GUS transgene (English and Baulcombe 1997).
 
 PVYN infection was shown to suppress the silencing of the P1 transgene in the SR plants.
How this suppression may affect resistance to PVYO is an interesting question. Cross-
protection between these two PVY strain groups may prevent infection with PVYO even if the
resistance conferred by PTGS is suppressed in the plants infected with PVYN. However, since
PVYN has not always protected plants from infection with PVYO (Bawden and Kassanis
1951) the stability of the PVYO resistance in the P1 transgenic plants under PVYN infection
needs to be studied. Several viruses have been reported to suppress PTGS (Anandalakshmi et
al. 1998, Brigneti et al. 1998, Kasschau and Carrington 1998, Li et al. 1999, Voinnet et al.
1999). Therefore, other potato viruses, for example PVA (potyvirus), can be assumed to
suppress PTGS of the PVY P1 transgene. This leads to a possibility that in mixed infections
with other potato viruses silencing of the P1 transgene is suppressed and resistance to PVYO
can be overcome.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The present study shows that a high level of resistance to PVY is achieved by expressing the
PVYO-UK P1 gene in sense or antisense orientation in potato cultivar Pito. The resistance in
the P1 transgenic potato cv. Pito is narrow and limited to PVYO. The virus strain specificity
of the resistance may cause problems, since both PVYO and PVYN are common in potatoes in
the field. Therefore, in respect of practical applicability, it is suggested that a gene sequence
derived from PVYN should also be transferred to the SR and ASR lines to obtain broader
resistance. Broadness of resistance could be further increased by expressing viral gene
sequences derived from other potato viruses in the ASR or SR lines. Combinations of natural
virus resistance genes and engineered PDR-based resistance genes could be employed.
Resistance to PVYO in the P1 transgenic potatoes was well maintained in the field. The yields
of the P1 transgenic potatoes were promising but further studies are required to analyze the
differences in yield and performance more precisely.
Characterization of the P1 transgenic plants revealed many characteristics of PTGS and
indicated that the resistance is associated with the silencing of the P1 transgene. The
difference between the steady-state expression levels of the P1 transgene in the ASR and
ASNR lines was not as clear as it was in the SR and SNR lines. Therefore, further studies are
needed to confirm that resistance to PVYO in the ASR lines is based on PTGS. This could be
done by analyzing the P1 transgene expression levels in the ASR and ASNR lines during
PVYN infection. SR, SNR, ASR and ASNR lines should be subjected to nuclear run-off
assays to compare the transcription rates of the P1 transgene in these lines. Further studies are
needed to evaluate if any systemic signal for SAS is produced in the P1 transgenic plants. In
addition, putative factors that may lead to an instability or a loss of silencing of the P1
transgene should be studied.
The isolates of the strain group PVYN overcome the resistance and are able to suppress PTGS
of the P1 transgene in the SR plants. Both PVYO and PVYN strain group isolates used in the
present study carry highly similar P1 gene sequences. Therefore, other factors besides
sequence homology between the transgene sequence and the infecting virus must have
determined the strain specificity of the resistance in the P1 transgenic plants. Different
secondary structures of the PVYO and PVYN RNA within the P1 sequence or some different
amino acid residues in the P1 proteins of these strains may determine whether resistance will
be effective. To elucidate the importance of the P1 gene sequence in determining the
resistance specificity, the P1 gene of PVYN should be introduced into an infectious clone of
PVYO, and vice versa, which requires such a PVY cDNA to be constructed. Importance of
specific P1 amino acid residues of the PVYN isolates on the level of genome amplification or
on PTGS suppression could be studied by site-directed mutagenesis. However, viral
sequences other than the P1 sequence may affect the folding of the viral RNA into secondary
structures and viral replication.
The ability of the PVYN to suppress the silencing of the P1 transgene in the SR plants found
in the present study together with the previous findings that many viruses are able to suppress
PTGS leads to a possibility that resistance to PVYO in the P1 transgenic plants may be lost in
mixed infections with other potato viruses. Therefore, the durability of the resistance to PVYO
in the P1 transgenic plants should be tested also after being infected with other potato viruses.
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6. YHTEENVETO
 
 
 Perunan Y virus (PVY) aiheuttaa maailmanlaajuisesti merkittäviä satotappioita Solanaceae-heimon
viljelykasveissa, kuten perunassa, tomaatissa, tupakassa ja paprikassa. Taudin ankaruuteen kasvissa
vaikuttavat mm. PVY:n rotu, kasvin kestävyysominaisuudet, infektoitumisajankohta kasvin
kehitysvaiheeseen nähden sekä ilmasto-olosuhteet. Perunassa PVY aiheuttaa 20-80% satotappioita. PVY
jaetaan neljään eri roturyhmään (PVYO, PVYN, PVYC, PVYZ) testikasvioireiden sekä perunalajikkeissa
ilmenevien roturyhmäspesifisten yliherkkyysvasteiden perusteella. PVYO aiheuttaa perunassa
voimakkaammat oireet ja siten myös suuremmat satotappiot kuin PVYN. Suomessa PVY on yksi
tärkeimmistä perunan taudinaiheuttajista, sillä suurin osa Suomessa viljeltävistä perunalajikkeista on alttiita
PVY:lle tai lajikkeen kestävyys kattaa vain tietyn PVY:n roturyhmän. Kasvustot voidaan suojata
tehokkaasti PVY-tartunnalta vain käyttämällä PVY:ta kestäviä lajikkeita, sillä PVY:n leviäminen kirvojen
välityksellä tapahtuu nopeasti ja tehokkaasti, eikä sitä pystytä estämään kirvoja torjumalla. Siten PVY-
kestävyyden kehittämisellä eri perunalajikkeisiin on taloudellista merkitystä.
 Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena oli selvittää, voidaanko PVY:n P1-geeniä käyttää viruskestävyyden
lähteenä siirtogeenisessä perunassa. Tutkimuksen tarkoituksena oli myös analysoida tuotetun
siirtogeenisen viruskestävyyden mekanismia ja rotuspesifisyyttä molekyylitasolla.
 PVY:n P1-geeni eristettiin PVYO-roturyhmän isolaatista (PVYO-UK). Eristetty P1-geeni siirrettiin
suomalaiseen Pito-perunalajikkeeseen käyttämällä Agrobacterium tumefaciens -bakteeriin perustuvaa
geeninsiirtomenetelmää. Pito-perunassa ilmennettiin PVYO:n P1-geenin koodaavaa ketjua (engl. sense
strand tai coding strand) tai sen vastinjuostetta (engl. antisense strand tai non-coding strand). Saatujen
siirtogeenisten kasvien PVY-kestävyys testattiin mehu- ja varttoinokulaatioiden avulla. P1-siirtogeenisistä
linjoista kolme linjaa, jotka ilmensivät P1-geenin koodaavaa ketjua sekä viisi linjaa, jotka ilmensivät P1-
geenin vastinjuostetta osoittautui äärimmäisen kestäväksi PVYO-roturyhmälle. P1-siirtogeeniset perunat
eivät olleet kestäviä PVYN-rodulle eivätkä muillekaan perunaa tartuttaville viruksille, eli kestävyys oli
spesifinen PVYO -roturyhmälle. Nämä kasvit olivat kestäviä PVYO:lle myös kenttäkokeissa. Alustavat
tulokset P1-siirtogeenisten perunoiden sadosta näyttivät lupaavilta. Erityisesti yksi linja (AI 1139-1) tuotti
molempina vuosina parhaimman sadon, ja sen satoero Pidon satoon verrattuna oli vuonna 1998
tilastollisesti merkitsevä.
 Kestävien ja alttiiden P1-siirtogeenisten perunoiden molekyylibiologiset analyysit osoittivat, että
viruskestävyys P1-siirtogeenisissä perunoissa perustuu P1-siirtogeenin lähetti-RNA:han transkription
jälkeen tarkoin kohdistuvasta hajottamisesta, eli nk. transkription jälkeisestä geenin hiljentämisestä (engl.
post-transcriptional gene silencing). Geenin hiljentäminen tarkoittaa, että P1-siirtogeenisen kasvin solussa
tuotetaan P1-geeniä vastaavaa lähetti-RNA:ta normaalisti, mutta tämän lähetti-RNA:n kerääntyessä
solulimaan se joutuu RNA-hajotuskoneiston tunnistuksen ja hajotuksen kohteeksi. P1-siirtogeenin
lähetti-RNA:n tunnistaminen solulimassa johtuu siitä, että sitä tuotetaan liikaa tai että se on jollain tavalla
viallista. Geenin hiljentämiseen liittyvän systeemisen signaalin olemassaoloa kestävissä P1-siirtogeenisissä
linjoissa testattiin varttamalla ne alttiisiin P1-linjoihin. Lähtöoletuksena oli, että kestävät P1-siirtogeeniset
kasvit saattavat tuottaa geenin hiljentämiseen liittyvän signaalin, joka kuljetetaan alttiiseen P1-vartteeseen,
missä se aiheuttaisi P1-siirtogeenin hiljentämisen. Tämän seurauksena altis varte muuttuisi kestäviksi
PVYO:lle. Systeemisen signaalin olemassaoloa ei voitu kuitenkaan todentaa P1-siirtogeenisissä perunoissa.
 Aikaisempien tutkimuksien mukaan geenin hiljentämismekanismi on tarkoin kohdennettu.
Joutuakseen aktivoidun hiljentämismekanismin kohteeksi geenin emäsjärjestyksen samanlaisuuden on
oltava yli 87 %. P1-siirtogeenisten perunoiden PVYO-kestävyys perustuu siihen, että tutkimuksessa
käytettyjen PVYO-roturyhmän isolaattien P1-geenit ovat emäsjärjestyksiltään hyvin homologisia           (yli
96 %) siirtogeeninä käytetyn P1-geenin emäsjärjestyksen kanssa. Siten nämä PVYO-isolaatit P1-
siirtogeenistä perunaa tartuttaessaan joutuvat samaisen tunnistuksen ja hajotuksen kohteeksi kuin minkä
kohteena P1-siirtogeenin lähetti-RNA P1-siirtogeenisessä perunan soluissa jo on. PVYN-roturyhmän
isolaattien P1-geenit olivat nekin emäsjärjestyksiltään hyvin homologisia siirtogeeninä käytetyn P1-geenin
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kanssa (yli 98 %). Siten PVYN-isolaattien odotettiin P1-geeniensä emäsjärjestyshomologian perusteella
joutuvan tunnistuksen ja hajotuksen kohteeksi P1-siirtogeenisissä linjoissa. P1-siirtogeeniset perunat eivät
kuitenkaan olleet kestäviä PVYN-roturyhmän isolaateille.
 PVYO- ja PVYN-isolaattien P1-geenien jatkoanalysoinnissa todettiin, että jokaisen isolaatin P1-
geeneissä oli emäsmuutoksia, joista jotkin aiheuttivat myös muutoksen P1-geenin koodittaman proteiinin
aminohappojärjestyksessä. Tarkasteltaessa muita mahdollisia eroavaisuuksia PVYO- ja PVYN-isolaattien
ominaisuuksissa havaittiin, että PVYN-isolaattien virus-RNA:n määrä perunan lehtisolukossa oli
matalampi kuin PVYO-isolaattien virus-RNA:n määrä. Lisäksi PVYN-isolaateilla oli kyky estää P1-
siirtogeeniin kohdistuva hiljentäminen.
 Tuloksien pohjalta ei voida täysin selittää, miksi P1-siirtogeeniset kasvit eivät olleet kestäviä PVYN-
roturyhmälle, mutta niihin tukeutuen voidaan kuitenkin esittää hypoteeseja, joita tulokset ainakin osittain
tukevat:
 
 1. PVYO- ja PVYN-isolaattien RNA-genomit saattavat laskostua eri tavalla nk. RNA-
sekundäärirakenteeksi. PVYN-isolaattien RNA-genomit saattavat olla laskostuneet juuri P1- geenien
kohdalta siten, että P1-sekvensseihin kohdistuva solun RNA-hajotuskoneisto ei tunnista niitä  tai
solun ribonukleaasit eivät pysty hajottamaan niitä.
 
 2. PVYN-isolaateissa P1-proteiineissa esiintyvät yksittäiset aminohappomuutokset saattavat myös
selittää kestävyyden rotuspesifisyyden:
 
 •   PVY:n HC-Pro -proteiinin tiedetään estävän geenin hiljentämismekanismin toimimista soluissa.
P1- ja HC-Pro –proteiinien vuorovaikutus saattaa kuitenkin vaikuttaa tähän. Siten PVYN-isolaattien
P1-proteiinien yksittäiset aminohappomuutokset voisivat vuorovaikutuksen kautta lisätä näiden
isolaattien HC-Pro –proteiinien kykyä estää geenin hiljentämismekanismin toimintaa.
• PVYN-isolaattien aminohappomuutokset saattavat vähentää viruksen monistumiskykyä
(replikaatiota), mikä johtaisi siihen, että PVYN-isolaattien pitoisuus solussa jää alhaiseksi, etteivät ne
sen vuoksi joudu RNA-hajotuskoneiston tunnistuksen ja hajotuksen kohteeksi, ainakaan yhtä
nopeasti kuin PVYO-isolaatit. Siten PVYN-infektion alkaminen P1-siirtogeenisen kasvin solussa
mahdollistuisi ja HC-Pro -proteiinin riittävä tuotanto johtaisi geenin hiljentämismekanismin
estymiseen.
3. PVYO- ja PVYN-isolaatit saattavat erota toisistaan jonkin muun kuin P1-proteiinin kohdalta,
esimerkiksi HC-Pro –proteiinin kohdalta. Tässä tutkimuksessa ei selvitetty näiden isolaattien koko
genomien eroavaisuuksia.
4. Kestävyyden rotuspesifisyys saattaa liittyä Pito-lajikkeessa olevaan PVYO-rodun tunnistavaan
kestävyysgeeniin, vaikka tämän kestävyysgeenin tiedetään ilmenevän Pidossa vain alhaisissa (16/18
°C) lämpötiloissa.
Tämän väitöskirjatyön tutkimustuloksien perusteella voidaan todeta, että siirtämällä PVYO-rodun P1-
geeni Pito-perunalajikkeeseen saadaan hyvä kestävyys PVYO-rodulle. Kestävyys perustuu P1-siirtogeenin
hiljentämiseen. Jatkotutkimuksissa tulisi selvittää tekijöitä, jotka vaikuttavat geenin hiljentämisen
pysyvyyteen P1-siirtogeenisissä perunoissa. Jatkotutkimuksia tarvitaan myös kestävyyden
rotuspesifisyyden syiden selvittämiseksi. Tutkimuksessa havaittiin, että P1-siirtogeeniin kohdistuva
hiljentäminen estyi PVYN-infektion aikana. Olisikin selvitettävä, käykö niin myös yhteisinfektiossa
muiden perunaa infektoivien virusten kanssa.
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